Providing a total solution to the oil, gas, marine
& renewable energy industries

CLS Offshore is an award winning Turnkey
Solution provider of Engineering, Project
Management, Fabrication, E&I, and Personnel
Services, to the Oil, Gas, Marine and Renewable
Energy Industries, from its extensive UK quayside
facilities with direct access to the North Sea.
Globally, CLS supports Installation, Maintenance,
Construction, Commissioning, Modification and
Decommissioning of Onshore and Offshore client
assets, and is accredited to ISO 9001 / 18001 /
14001 and PED Module D.

Providing a total construction solution to
the oil, gas & renewable energy industries

Asset Integrity

Asset Integrity
CLS work with you to manage the integrity of your
assets across their life span. We begin by assessing the
condition of your asset and feedback accurate data
on the safety, reliability, and corrosion impact on the
operating performance of your assets. This provides you
with the critical data that your asset will continue ‘Fit for
Purpose’.

We support our clients in
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fitness for service
Life extension
Operational integrity and reliability
Risk studies.
Pressure vessels
Piping
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Decommissioning

Decommissioning
CLS is one of the leading suppliers of floating pole
technology, and has one of the largest in-house teams
of technicians experienced in the operational and safety
procedures in this field.

We have taken part in many decommissioning
programmes and our floating pole technology enables
us to safely reduce derricks to heights easily managed
by crane or completely to drill-floor level.
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Derrick Solutions

Derrick Solutions
CLS undertakes all aspects of drilling structure work,
including structural modifications and maintenance,
top drive conversions, guide rail replacement and
crown and travelling block refurbishment. We can also
remove redundant derricks, drilling masts and drilling
associated structures to reduce weight and improve
safety on older platforms.

Our qualified engineers carry out API 4G Category III
inspections, providing a complete derrick inspection and
survey service to identify areas of concern. We are active
members of the DROPS initiative and can undertake
fully documented dropped-object inspections.
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Electrical, Mechanical
& Instrumentation Commissioning

Electrical, Mechanical & Instrumentation Commissioning
CLS Offshore Ltd has a proven track record of
supplying specialised Electrical and Instrument services
to the Offshore and Onshore Oil & Gas, Renewables,
Marine and Onshore Petrochemical sectors.
We have extensive E&I experience in all of the business
sectors in which we operate, from full Turnkey Projects,
Project Management, Platform to Rig and Vessel
upgrades, plus repairs and maintenance services.

Clients can be provided with a wide range of services
delivered by an experienced and proactive team of
Project Managers, Engineers and Designers with many
years’ experience within our “Core” sectors. They
have the ability to react to projects of any size and
complexity, ensuring we offer commitment to quality
and the assurance of work carried out to specification,
on time, & within budget.

Offshore E&I Services

Onshore E&I Services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Electrical Design & Load Schedule
Complete Installation
Personnel Supply ( All Levels )
Maintenance
Project Management
Testing & Commissioning
Surveys		
CAD Design

Full E&I Installation
Maintenance & Support Services
Personnel Supply ( All Levels )
Hazardous Area Compliance & Inspection
Project Management
Testing & Commissioning
Surveys
Trace Heating
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Key Accounts

Key Accounts
• AMEC / AJS

• KCA Deutag RDS OIL

• RWE npower

• BP

• Maersk Contractors

• Scottish & Southern Energy

• Bibby Offshore

• National Oilwell Varco

• Seawell UK

• Centrica

• ODE Group

• Shell UK / Shell NAM

• Conoco Philips UK Limited

• Odjfell Drilling UK Ltd

• TAQA

• EON

• Perenco UK

• Transocean

• Halliburton Energy

• Petrofac UK

• Vestas AS

• Heerema

• PD & MS Energy

• Wood Group
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Offshore Hookups

Offshore Hookups
CLS Offshore currently provides Hook-up solutions to
major Oil & Gas clients in the Southern North Sea and
globally offshore by providing skilled personnel and
equipment for hook-ups and maintenance, blasting
and painting, fabrication and general clean-up work.
We provide production process equipment installation,
offshore platform modification, and general production
platform maintenance.

CLS Offshore continues to provide 24 hour onshore
support for all offshore contracts including project
management, Personnel planning and provision, and
offshore on-site safety support.
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Onshore & Offshore
Brownfield Modifications

Brownfield Engineering

Key deliverables

CLS’s main focus is to extend facility production, with
minimal operations interruption. Our main aim is
to deliver successful, cost-efficient and safe facilities
when extending the life of existing infrastructures and
maintaining or enhancing production from mature
offshore fields.

•
•
•
•
•

Construction and installation
Critical safety
Limit in-field welding
Reduce production shutdown time
On-going communication with client throughout
the design, fabrication and installation process
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Project Management
& Engineering

Engineering

Project Management

With long-standing experience in offshore oil & gas and
the renewables sector, CLS provides a comprehensive
engineering service that’s firmly based on innovation,
high quality fabrication and safe working practices. It
provides a ‘Turnkey’ service to a significant number of
major operators operating with the Southern North Sea
sector, and globally on & offshore.

Our team includes some of the energy industry’s most
experienced project managers - people with the skills
and experience to plan and oversee to completion
some of the most complex offshore and onshore
projects in the world.
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Renewable, Turbine Installation,
Commission, Maintenance

Renewable, Turbine Installation,
Commission, Maintenance
CLS was one of the first oil & gas service companies
to acknowledge that their expertise, management
systems and skills could be easily transferred to the
renewable energy sector. CLS were part of the energy
industry supply chain which successfully completed the
installation of the worlds largest offshore wind farm at
the time. This involved the installation of 100 x 3MW
Vestas V90 Wind Turbines in the Thanet Windfarm
located 12 miles off the coast of Ramsgate, Kent.

As a result, we now have considerable experience
in renewables with services that include design,
engineering, fabrication and installation of new
structures, and modification and decommissioning of
existing ones.
Due to the success experienced, and the ‘In-house’
capability, CLS are now working with major global
companies on joint venture projects.
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Structural & Piping Fabrication

Structural & Piping Fabrication
We’re experts in the fabrication of onshore and offshore
structures and piping. Our experience in general
fabrication encompasses everything from davit platforms
and Texas decks to BOP platforms, walkways and
trusses. Our piping fabrication service includes duplex,
flow lines, risers and tie-in spools.
Fabrication takes place in our 3,000 square metre
workshops, which are equipped with two 10-tonne and
two 5-tonne overhead cranes.

Facilities also include one dedicated workshop
for structural fabrication and another for exotic,
contamination-free pipework.
Our 10,000 square metre external construction and
storage slab is rated to accommodate loads of 2,000
tonnes and has associated 100m vessel berthing with a
draft depth of at least 6m, allowing load-out directly to
the North Sea.
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Resource Solutions

Resource Solutions
CLS are able supply multi-skilled personnel worldwide
and specialise in fast turnaround (24 hours or less) sourcing and mobilising labour from a single person to
a complete crew on long-term or short-term contracts.
Our experienced HR department is available around the
clock, ready to provide the highest levels of service and
the best time-served tradesmen in the energy industry.
With a team of more than 150 people, rising to over
200 at peak times, CLS is committed working practices
that ensure the safety of not only our own staff but also
that of our clients and contractors.

CLS offers commissioning technicians and tradesmen
in a wide range of disciplines, including construction
supervisors, onshore, offshore facility management
personnel, OIM’s, rig builders, riggers and rigging
supervisors. Our trained and qualified specialists also
include welders, platers, pipefitters, electrical and
mechanical technicians, NDT inspectors and blasting
and painting technicians.

Rope Access
CLS provide IRATA accredited multi-disciplined
industrial rope access technicians worldwide offering a
working at height solutions such as inspection, repairs,
modifications, installations and equipment removal.
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